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Message from President Beck A. Taylor

We love our pine cones at Whitworth. And these beloved
artifacts evoke thoughts both concrete and symbolic in their
shape and texture. Let me offer a few.
Whitworth has always described itself as a liberal arts
institution. Although our array of offerings includes preprofessional and professional programs, these courses of study are
built upon a durable foundation of core and general education
requirements that provide a common experience for all students.
And despite a growing public skepticism about the value of a
liberal arts education, Whitworth's commitment to this broadest
form of learning remains strong.
St. Augustine's writings remind us that the purpose of an
education like the one Whitworth provides is to help us
understand the way our lives should be ordered. Augustine
says that our loves (the things we desire most) are disordered,
and one purpose of education is to open our souls to those
things that align us to God's intended order of things. When
our assumptions are challenged, when we examine the lives of
others, when we think critically about the world around us, and
when we examine carefully our own lives and experiences, our
disordered loves fall into place.
Enter the virtues. How might we express the product of an
education that accomplishes the ordering task that Augustine
describes? Philosophers and theologians point to the virtues
as human characteristics and behaviors to be discovered and
developed through a liberal arts education. Christian and moral
virtues are meant to infuse the hearts and lives (and loves) of
those who seek God's order. Intellectual virtues permeate the
lives of those who model the best outcomes of a liberating mindand-heart education. So a liberal arts education enables students
to discover and develop the virtues - and then to apply them
to every part of life: professional, civic and domestic. Ideally,
liberally educated people are virtuous people.

This leads us back to the pine cone. Huh? Over the past two
years I've had the privilege of participating in a unique project.
To celebrate Whitworth's 125th anniversary, I commissioned
a piece of art to be used at all academic convocations and
ceremonies. Many colleges and universities have such an
icon, used to embody their history, culture and values. The
object, brought out on special occasions, is often carried to
lead the trustees, the president, and the faculty during formal
processionals. Since, to my knowledge, Whitworth has never
had a ceremonial object like this, a team of faculty, staff, students
and I decided to explore the idea.
In consultation with Whitworth's own Katie Creyts, associate
professor of art, the Quasquicentennial Pine Cone was born (see
story on P. 24). In addition to reflecting the iconic symbol of our
campus, the cast bronze and glass pine cone resembles a lamp
of learning. The cone is inscribed with a quote from the 1890
catalog, promising that Whitworth will
guard well the moral
and religious life of students, ever directing them in the pursuit
of that learning and culture of heart and mind that make the
finished scholar."
In addition to reflecting Whitworth's beautiful campus,
the pine cone signifies the seeds of learning. Like a nurturing
education, the cone's sharp scales hold the hope, promise and
awesome power of something greater. (And, like Whitworth's
mind-and-heart education, the cone can be a little prickly,
particularly if one takes the time to explore it fully.)
Finally, the icon features the moral and intellectual virtues
that represent our highest aspirations for students - faith, hope,
love, wisdom, justice, humility, curiosity, courage, integrity,
perseverance, charity and creativity. Through these virtues
we come together, united in our commitment to a liberating
education and the proper ordering it provides in equipping all of
us to "honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity."
H •••

Above: President Beck A. Taylor (center) marches with fellow
Whitworthians at Spokane's Martin Luther King, Jr., Day Parade.
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The sign near the Safeway at Monroe and Wellesle'y said' it
all, if a bit crudely. Set against a backdrop of massive downed
trees, Volkswagen-sized root balls, and damaged houses, the
sign said, simply, "Wind blows." Amen.
We don't generally mention weather phenomena in
Whitworth Today - especially several months after the fact.
But last November's windstorm was a rare beast, gusting in
on a Tuesday morning and setting off alarms throughout the
region. Whitworth's communications director, Nancy Hines,
was summoned to a county safety meeting that morning at
which she and communications chiefs from other schools and
institutions throughout Spokane were warned of the coming
destruction and told to send their employees home early. This
storm wasn't a "maybe." It was a lead-pipe cinch.
Nancy sprang into action when she arrived at the office,
and most Whitworthians were on their way home by 1 p.m.
Students were snug in their residence halls when r drove Media
Relations Manager Lauren Clark over to facilities services to
meet with Nancy, and we felt perfectly safe, not knowing that
trees were already falling in The Loop.
My electricity went off about an hour after I got home. The
winds, measured at speeds up to 71 mph, howled all night, and
I could hear the cracking and thumping of big trees falling
close by. My block took a pretty good hit. Two garages went
down - one flattened, and one knocked crazily a-tilt. Several
houses were damaged by flying branches and falling trees. One
tree that fell across the road was so mammoth that it took
three days for a corps of workers to remove it, bit by bit. The
neighborhood was without power for eight long, cold days.
In fact, as many as 205,000 Spokane-area households were
without power during the storm and its aftermath.

r·._r

Whitworth lost 155 trees, many of them in The Loop.
Several buildings were damaged. Miraculously, no one was hurt
(though, sadly, two people in Spokane were killed by falling
trees). Students took the storm in stride, as students will do;
some were moved to halls other than their own while cleanup
took place and electricity was restored. The university offered
free meals to employees and to off-campus students whose
homes were damaged and/or without power. Our facilities folks
were incredible. They began dealing with the effects of the
wind while the storm still raged, and they had the campus up
and running in record time.
Now we're getting used to Whitworth's new look. Don't
worry: The campus is still beautiful. The little triangle of lawn
right across from Whitworth Church, near the bus stop, where
there used to be several fully grown Ponderosas, now has none.
But the small pines and a lovely deciduous tree remain, and
the land has been leveled and seeded. It's really quite pretty.
(The two brick-and-brass "Whitworth University" signs in
the triangle survived unscathed. A sign of our indomitability,
no doubr.) The library rook a hit, but you'd never know it
now. The Loop looks different: I won't lie. But it's okay: We're
getting used to the open spaces, and plans are under way to
begin replanting in summer 2017.
Just as we did with Ice Storm, in 1996, and with every other
calamity that has befallen Whitworth over its long history, the
community mitigated a potential disaster by pulling together.
Many people went far above and beyond their job descriptions
to ensure that their fellow Whitworthians were safe and warm
and well-informed. And now we're rebuilding. God is good, and
Whitworth is strong - even though wind certainly does blow.

[Letters to the EDITOR]

[Write US!]

I just received the latest issue of Whitworth Today in my
mailbox and wanted to thank you for publishing the piece by
Drs. Bruininks and King on the purpose of college. I am currently in
my second year of a Ph.D. program, and I constantly find myself having
conversations about the state of higher education today, particularly
about the growing neoliberal bent emphasizing jobs, economics,
corporatization and consumption. The questions raised in this article
are absolutely necessary today and will continue to be for some time.
Thanks for bringing them to the attention of the Whitworth community.

We want to know what you think - about Whitworth Today, and about
Whitworth in general. Send us an email (tmitchell@Whitworth.edu) or write
us at Whitworth Today, University Communications Office, Whitworth University,
300 W. Hawthorne Road, Spokane, WA 99251.

Jacob Rorem, '05
4
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Whitworth Today reserves the right to edit letters for length and/or content.

Pirate Plaudits
Voices

of Experience

This spring's inaugural Diversity Monologues provided
a creative and powerful way for the Whitworth
community to hear from a group of students about their
wide-ranging life experiences. The Whitworth Office of
Student Diversity, Equity & Inclusion invited students
across campus to write monologues (with support from
the English department) about how they have come to
know community. The monologues will also be featured
in a Diversity Monologues publication. Whitworth
Theatre provided coaching to eight students who were
selected to present their monologues in a March 31
evening presentation in the Robinson Teaching Theatre
in Weyerhaeuser Hall. Pictured is Mutsa Chirorno. '20,
presenting her monologue, "One Body, One Community."

Musicians

on the Move

During Spring Break, the 51-member Whitworth Wind Symphony
performed on tour in Thailand. Under the direction of Professor of Music
Richard Strauch, the ensemble presented concerts at Mahidol University,
in Bangkok. and Payap University, in Chiang Mai. The wind symphony also
collaborated with two Thai composers on Thai-inspired works.

Nine (in a Row)

Is Fine!

For the 10th time - and the ninth year in a row I Whitworth won the Mcilroy-lewis All-Sports Trophy for
athletics excellence across the Northwest Conference
Whitworth's teams claimed championships In 10 of
the 18 sports In the NWC and won the trophy by the
largest margin ever. Softball (women) clinched its
second straight NWC title, as did men's golf. Baseball
(men) won its first-ever outright NWC title since joining
the NCAA DilL Women's track & field won its second straight title, while men's
track & field earned its seventh consecutive title.
Men's basketball clinched its seventh straight conference championship, and
men's swimming regained the NWC crown. Other Pirate teams that clinched
conference titles in 2015-16 were women's cross country, volleyball (women)
and men's soccer.

National

Champs

x 3!

In February, Whitworth's Ethics Bowl team brought home a second
national championship when it defeated Youngstown State University
{Ohio} in the final round of the national Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl
competition, in Washington, D.C. Pictured, from left, are James Eccles,
'17, Ellie Probus, '16, Kaltlin Barnes, '17, Co-Coach Mike Ingram
(Communication Studies). Brennan Neal, '16. and T J Westre, '16; not
pictured IS Co-Coach Keith Wyma {Philosophy} In April, the team closed
out the season by taking first place at the Independent Colleges of
Washington Ethics Bowl for the second time in three years
For the fourth year in a row, Whitworth Forensics won the National
Christian College Forensics Association tournament held in March at
Point Loma Nazarene University, in San Diego.
And in April, Alex Hoffmann, '16, was named national champion out
of 65 debaters in the varsity division at the International Public Debate
Association National Tournament at Lee College, in Baytown, Texas.
Hoffmann is the first Whitworth ian to win this title.

Enchanting

Performance

Whitworth Theatre's spring production, Enchanted April, featured a cast of nine
and an extensive crew that brought to life the story of four women who vacation
on the Italian coast, seeking respite from the tribulations of life in post-"Great
War" England. The play was guest-directed by Jadd Davis, the artistic director
of Coeur d'Alene Summer Theatre, and is adapted from the popular novel
by Elizabeth von Arnim. Pictured, from left, are Cheyenne Gibson, '17, Grace
Carruth, '19, and Connor Hughes, '19.
~TODAY
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By Lauren Clark

Temple

Grandin,

Ph.D., considers

strength

and an asset: Her ability to think in pictures

and gives her a valuable
allows her to continue
University

was honored

herself

perspective
pioneering

different

to bring Grandin

special education

• •• • •

I'm a visual thinker. I think in photo-realistic pictures.
• And when 1 was really young I thought everybody
thought in photo-realistic pictures. Then I found, in
interviewing people about how they think, that some people
think more in words. But then there's a third group where
they think in patterns. And when I worked on my book The
Autistic Brain, I was very, very happy to find out that there were
scientific journal articles that supported object-visual thinking
being different from pattern-mathematical thinking. There
actually are two types of visual-spatial thinking. And these two
types of thinking can work well together. You take the iPhone,
for example. The interface was made by an artist. Steve Jobs was
an artist. He was not a programmer. Then the engineers had to
figure out how to make the phone's insides work. So that's an
example of the different kinds of minds working together, and I
discuss that in detail in my book. And when it gets to autism, a
little bit of autism gives the ability of an artist or a programmer.
Too much of the trait and you get a very, very severe handicap.

~TODAY

as a

enables her to make new discoveries

from that of her peers. And that perspective

to its campus

and autism.

and to the Spokane

by the Whitworth

Whitworth
community

Center for Gifted Education

•

You wrote The Autistic Brain, about different
• kinds of minds and how they work together in
different ways. Could you elaborate on that?

6

She sees her autism

department.

Q

A

a scientist.

in the fields of animal behavior

Feb. 19-20, for a series of lectures sponsored
and the university's

foremost

Q
A

What are the misconceptions
• about autism?

that people have

Well, the problem you've got with autism now [is that]
• doctors keep changing the diagnostic label. Autistic
diagnoses and other kinds of behavioral diagnoses are behavioral
profiles. They're half based in science and half based on
squabbles in conference rooms. Nobody sits in a conference
room squabbling about how to diagnose tuberculosis. That has
got very specific laboratory tests that you do. So, over the years,
they kept changing the diagnosis. It used to be that in order to be
labeled autistic, a kid had to have speech delay, obviously, and to
be socially awkward - not very good socially. Then, in the early
'90s, they added in Asperger syndrome. No speech delay, but
the kid is socially awkward. Now today, they put them together.
So you have this huge spectrum going from guys who ought to
be working in Silicon Valley, gifted students, to kids who can't
dress themselves. And it all has the same name. And I'm seeing
bad situations where I see a smart kid who maybe ought to be
in a gifted class [but] ends up put in a special-ed classroom with
nonverbal kids who aren't potty- trained. Well that's not going to
help that kid go places. People get too hung up on the labels and
not enough hung up on what the kid can do ... there's almost no
overlap between the autism world and the gifted world.

Q
A

How did other kids treat you when you were a
• child, and how did you react?

I was b.ulli~d and teased horribly in ninth grade. I retaliated
• by getting 111 fights. I got kicked out of high school for
that, ended up going to a special boarding school for gifted kids
with emotional problems. You've got to remember, this was the
early '60s, so everything was "emotional problems:' And I didn't
do very much studying, but boy did I learn how to work. And I
basically took care of the horse barn, cleaned eight stalls every
single day, and I think [my teacher] realized that I was learning
work skills. I'm seeing a lot of kids today who are not learning
those skills. Then I had a great science teacher who got me
interested in science by giving me interesting science projects,
and that gave me a motivation to study - because now I wanted to
be an experimental psychologist working on optical illusions, and
Tgot interested in that because I saw it in a science movie.

Q

What about the hugging machine that you
• created? Can you tell us more about why you
developed it?

A

When I got into puberty, I started having horrendous
• panic attacks. A lot of us visual thinkers tend to have a lot
of anxiety, especially the artists. Exercise helped, but I also found
that pressure helped, and I got the idea from a cattle-squeeze
chute, which you use to hold cattle still for vaccinations. So I
built a squeezing machine I could get into that would help calm

8
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me down. Another thing that's really helped with the anxiety is a
low dose of antidepressant medication. I've worked with a lot of
really creative designers on various projects in the meat industry.
A lot of these visual thinkers, they're taking Prozac, too, and it
helps keep them off the drugs and the alcohol. Visual thinkers
and artists, we tend to be the panic monsters, and a little bit of
antidepressant stopped it... I learned from a brain scan that my
fear center is three times larger than normal, and antidepressants
should be called "anti-fear drugs" because they totally calm down
a fear response. 1t has to be a low dose. If you get too high a dose,
you get agitation and insomnia. That's the big mistake - often
the label doses for depression are way too high. You've got to do
a really low dose. I explain that in Thinking with Pictures, and
even though that book is over 20 years old, it's still accurate. The
medications have not changed that much. New ones are mostly
what is called "patent extenders;' and the old drugs work just fine.

Q
A

What are you working on now in terms of
• your research?

Well I had [a student] just finish up a big survey on
• handling practices in large feed yards. This is a place
where there have definitely been improvements. You see a lot
of undercover videos and bad stuff online. I've been around for
a long time. Some of the videos they've got online now, they're
training videos compared to some of the stuff that I saw.

Q

You've worked a long time to change the way
• people approach animal handling. How has that
improved over the years?

A

People were very rough with cattle in the '70s. Electric
• prods all over them, screaming at them, hitting them,
just absolutely terrible. Things are much better today. There's a
lot of people out now teaching about low-stress stockmanship.
People are getting much more interested in handling animals
right. There's a lot of scientific research now showing very clearly
that animals [who are mistreated] are afraid of people, gain less
weight, have less reproduction. There are good economic reasons
to handle animals right, and
it's also the right thing to do
because animals do feel fear
and pain. Another issue for
me [is rhar], in the '70s, when
I got started, being a woman
in a man's world was not easy.
That was much harder than
some of the other things. As it
was shown in the HBO movie,
people put bull testicles on my
car. That actually happened.
Some of the stuff they call
sexual harassment today is mild
compared to some of the things
that I went through.

javascript - that makes Minecraft work, C++, Ruby and Python.
You learn those, put them up online on computer forums. But I
want to caution you - it's your portfolio. Only put the good stuff
up; don't put the rubbish up. You might want to test drive your
artwork, your programming, with knowledgeable people before
you post it.

Q.

A

I don't want to see stuff with really graphic violence and I
• want to make a differentiation. If someone shoots someone
with a laser and it breaks
up the wall and the person
falls down, that's cartoon
violence. What's bad is graphic
depictions of cruelty. I will
read movie reviews and I'm
like, "I don't need that one. I
don't want those images in my
head:'

Q

You said that from
• an early age you
had artistic talent, and
it was something that
was encouraged in you.
At this point in your
life, how do you stay
creative?

Q

Your life is very
• full, with research,
teaching, speaking at
conferences, and much
more, but if you have
free time, what do you
enjoy doing?

A

Well, I like movies. I went and saw the latest Star Wars
• movie and you know what I liked about that movie? The
young people need us old people. That's what I like about that
movie. And I went and saw Gravity, Avatar ... those are the kinds
of movies I really like. Those are movies that you definitely need
to see in the theater. There are others you can watch on the plane,
but not those movies. I [also] saw The Martian. Great movie,
and the thing I liked is, I looked into the history of that movie.
That started out as a computer programmer's blog. People started
reading it online and then it was put on a 99-cent Amazon Kindle
sale, and it took off. There are all kinds of platforms today where
talented people can promote their stuff, platforms that are free.
And that book and movie are really good examples of that. You
take the kids out there who are kind of different. They can show
off their writing online. They can show off their artwork, their
computer coding, online. Let's talk about where we have shortages
of jobs. Auto mechanics, diesel mechanics, welders ... there are
shortages. Those are great jobs for visual thinkers. There's also
a shortage right now in coders, people who can just do coding.
Guess what? The classes for coding are free online. These are the
sorts of things I always tell parents. Your hot languages today are

Are there movies that you don't enjoy?

A

I'm actually past
• retirement age. And
I want to get kids turned on
[to possible lifetime careers/
pursuits]. As lane Goodall
has lectured for years and years and years, you've got to get the
young ones interested. And I want to see little kids succeed. So
I'm at a stage in my career where I'm going to talk about it, to
try to get kids turned on and help them be successful.

Q.
A

How would you define your ideal day?

Well, an ideal day is one when I've talked to a lot of people
e and I think it's made a difference. I had several parents
come up to me, saying my talks and my books have made a
difference in their lives. I think that's really important. And the
work I've done with animals [is important to me]. Back in 1999,
I implemented the McDonald's animal-welfare program that
resulted in great improvements in the meatpacking industry. It's
a whole lot better today than it used to be. That's something that
makes a difference. It's making a difference in a positive way.

To watch a video of the full Temple Grandin interview,
please visit www.whitworth.edulwhitworthtoday.
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AssociateProfessorofChemistry
Kerry
Breno (backgroundjleads

The Whitworth

School of Education prepares its students to become tomorrow's effective

educators and visionary leaders. But the school is also working today - through community
partnerships and grants as well as the centers and camps it operates - to meet the needs of
hundreds of area children and their families.

a "CDIDITul

Chemistry"
classInRobinsonScienceHall
duringCampMetamorphosis.
Thecampers
areconductingpaperchromatography
experiments
to separatetherainbowof
colorsinblackink.

The school lives out Whitworth's mission, and education students gain valuable practical
experience, through initiatives such as the Marriage and Family Therapy Center and the
Literacy Center. Here we highlight the school's new autism clinic and summer camps for the
gifted, which are making an indelible impact on Whitworth students and the children they serve.

Meeting Needs, Defying Odds
A dire need exists nationwide to
provide early intervention services to
children with autism spectrum disorder.
Yet a lack of board-certified behavior
analysts has sidelined thousands of
children on waiting lists for treatment,
including more than 1,500 children in
Washington state.
In response, the Whitworth School
of Education partnered with Spokane's
Northwest Autism Center last year and
opened a treatment clinic on campus.
The center hires students in the applied
behavior analysis master's program
to work at the clinic in intensive oneon-one therapy sessions with children
ages two to six years. Not only does the

"Whitworth clinic help meet a critical
need to provide area children with
treatment, but Whitworth students
receive paid employment while fulfilling
the requirement for supervised field
experience in order to become certified
behavior analysts.
"This collaboration doesn't just put
a Band-Aid on the immediate problem,
but seeks to remedy the larger problem,
which is a lack of BCBAs;' says Assistant
Professor of Education Kira Austin, who
is the ABA clinic coordinator. "Whitworth
students' rigorous supervision at the clinic
has been approved by the international
Behavior Analyst Certification Board as an
intensive practicum, allowing the students
to complete their master's degrees in as

little as two years and preparing them to sit
for the international examination.
Four children at a time receive 48
days of treatment at the clinic for three
hours per day, four days each week. The
Northwest Autism Center's downtown
site and the Whitworth clinic have
served more than 75 children since their
launch. Austin says that the center and
"Whitworth's clinic are unique in that
they also provide three hours of weekly
training to family members and caregivers
to equip them to support their children at
home and in the community. At the end
of the treatment period, staff members
coordinate with families to transition each
child out of the program and into less
intensive services.

Jessica Thomas, '15 (elementary
education), turned down two teaching
jobs in Spokane so she could work and
gain practicum hours at Whitworth's
clinic. She is on track to earn her master's
in applied behavior analysis in spring
2017, and she plans to sit for - and pass the BCBA examination.
"Because I'm able to work with
amazing children and learn from
knowledgeable professionals at the clinic, 1
feel prepared to work with children with a
variety of needs:' Thomas says. "One of my
career goals is to help my students defy the
odds and focus on what they can do, rather
than on what they can't do:'
The center and clinic staffs are currently
considering offering an after-school socialskills program for school-age children,
and they are planning to collaborate with
the Whitworth Aquatics Center to offer
adapted swimming classes for children with
autism spectrum disorder.

Where Imagination
and Innovation Intersect
On a sunny summer day on
Whitworth's campus, teams of highly
capable grade-school students raced
to map Cartesian planes by placing
themselves on a SOx50-foot grid.
The students were participating in a
"Matheruagics" class as part of Camp
Metamorphosis, one of two weeklong day
camps the Center for Gifted Education
holds for gifted youth each summer.
Camp Metamorphosis, for students in
grades 4-6, focuses on exploring students'
gifts and talents through interesting
academic areas such as robotics, forensics

investigation, and creative writing. Camp
Opportunity, for students in grades 7-9,
engages students' creative and innovative
abilities through sustainability-based
projects involving science, technology,
engineering, art and mathematics.
The instructors for both camps comprise
School of Education students and graduates,
as well as Whitworth faculty members
from a range of academic disciplines.
During the 2015 Camp Metamorphosis,
April Payne, '15, taught the Mathemagics
class, in which students learned how to
plot points and graph lines, complete
Benjamin Franklin's magic squares, and
work logic puzzles. The students also
created original products by applying the
mathematical principles they had learned.
Payne says her practicum experience
was invaluable as part of earning a Gifted
Education Specialty Endorsement from
Whitworth. She since has been hired by
the Libby Center, in Spokane, as a Tessera
program teacher; the program serves
highly capable students in grades 3-6.
"The practicum allowed me to turn
theory into practice and solidify my
understanding of gifted education;' Payne
says. "Having so many gifted educators
and mentors available made it easy to have
my questions answered, and I was able to
observe and be inspired by some of the
other classes that were offered. The whole
experience created a wonderful culture of
learning about gifted education"
Working with a large group of gifted
youth is a rare opportunity, according
to Iann Leppien, Whitworth's Margo
Long Chair for Gifted Education. "Gifted
students have unique characteristics and

Jesse LaSarte,'17,a studentinWhitworth's
appliedbehavioranalysismaster'sprogram,
leadssmall-group
instruction
at theautism
cliniconcampus.Duringthe groupportion
ofthe dailyprogram,childrenlearnpreacademicreadinessskillssuchas the
alphabet,counting,andappropriatesitting
andhand-raising.

learning needs:' she says. "The camps allow
Whitworth students to practice strategies
to appropriately challenge and engage
gifted students, and to experience the
positive impact on student learning that
comes with teaching through interests:'
The camps are a boon to gifted students
as well, as they come together to learn,
play and explore their interests. "The
camps focus on enrichment:' says Kathryn
Picanco, director of outreach for the
Center for Gifted Education, "but they're
most beneficial in giving students the
time and opportunity to work with their
intellectual peers."
Camp Metamorphosis, now in its
fourth year, serves 60-70 students and
involves approximately 10 returning
camper-alums in junior counselor
positions. Camp Opportunity, which
began in 2014, is expected to have 30-40
participants this summer.
For more information about the 2016
Camp Metamorphosis, July 11-15, visit
www.whitworth.edu/campmetamorphosis;
for Camp Opportunity, July 18-22, visit
www.whitworth.eduicampopportunity.
Web extra: Visit www.whitworth.edul
whitworth today to learn about two
new School of Education grants that are
strengthening education programs in schools
locally and throughout Washington state.

New Whitworth alum seeks to build leaders at home
ByTerry Raybum Mitchell,'93

''All at sea" used to mean "confused; unsure how to proceed:'
Interesting, then, that for Jessica Razanadrakoto, '16, a sea voyage
provided both direction and resources for her first post -college
adventure - and for a new way of educating young students in her
home country.
Razanadrakoto, a dynamic international business major with
a high-wattage smile, was born in Madagascar - the world's
fourth-largest island, located 250 miles off the East African
coast, in the Indian Ocean ~ where her parents own a hotel they
built themselves. Her father, who never had access to higher
education and had to leave school early, promised her that if
she studied hard and did well, he would send her to America,
a place shea hardly heard of before she was 10 years old, to
complete her education.
She did study hard, and she excelled. When she was 14,
her parents sent her to Seattle to finish high school, and - after
some shuffling between high-school classes and high schools
themselves - she came to Whitworth as a member of the Class of
2017. She graduated May 22, a year early.
12
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Right away, her future fell into place. "My first semester at
Whitworth, I saw a Semester at Sea poster;' Razanadrakoto says.
"The words that took my breath away were 'Journey around
the world, travel on a ship, and take classes for a semester!"
Convinced, because she yearned to see the world, that "this was
meant to be:' she applied. SAS agreed; she sailed in spring 2015.
The SAS ship visits 12 countries after stints oftwo-14 days
on the water, and once it glided out of its first port of call,
Razanadrakoto became interested in an onboard competition
through The Resolution Project, which recruits undergraduate
students and helps them "implement their ideas and develop
as socially responsible adults" (www.resolutionproject.org).
Razanadrakoto and two SAS colleagues, Laura Patterson
(University of Louisville) and Sophie Connor (University
of Nebraska, Lincoln), got together, began envisioning a
leadership camp for young people in Madagascar, and knuckled
down to the business of winning that competition. After weeks
of deep thought, hard work and late nights, as well as a very
well-received presentation, they did.

TODAY
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Opposite: Sunrise
over the temples and
pagodas of Bagan.
Myanmar, one of
the SAS stops
Right (clockwise from
top): Laura Patterson,
Jessica Razanadrakoto,
Sophie Cannot

The camp, named Fihavanana - a word that encompasses the
Malagasy concept of kinship, friendship and goodwill between
physical and spiritual beings - aims "to empower and develop
Madagascar's youth through interactive, immersive and hands-on
activities;' Razanadrakoto says. Her home country's education
system is based on memorization and repetition, and though this
model works for her in areas where details are important, she
says, "it truly has been challenging" in terms of her confidence
and her fear of being judged for giving wrong answers. She,
Patterson and Connot want to mitigate that fear in their campers
and to give them the self-assurance of leaders. And they choose
to go about that in a new way - through teaching leadership skills
not taught in Madagascar's schools.
The camp, to be built on land provided by the mayor of
Razanadrakoto's hometown, Moramanga, will open in summer
2017. Each day of camp will ideally include sports, arts and
crafts, other creative activities, a shared meal, and discussion
about what students' new knowledge means to their lives.
Students will range in age from 10-15, and each session of the
camp will last two weeks.
Once the camp is established, Razanadrakoto sees herself
partnering with the Peace Corps to build a school in her
hometown, and, "in 10 years, I hope to be involved in the
Ministry of Education, helping to improve the Malagasy
education system" For now, she looks forward to going home this
summer to "my fantasy, my library, my office, my museum, my
room, my home, my ocean, my island: Madagascar"

Information from the article "Student Earns Grant to Start
Madagascar Camp," in The Whitworth ian, was used in this article.
Permission to use this information was granted by the article's
author, Parker Postlewait, '16.
~TODAY
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Jan. 10,2016
Mandalay, Cape Town (first homestay)
Tonight was incredible! We
experienced South African food (lamb
chops, kocksitasa, chicken curry, lamb
stew. rottie, pop, etc.). Everything
tasted wonderfuL All the host moms
were gathered in the kitchen, putting
everything together and serving us
in the most nurturing way_ Pam, my
host mom, is sassy and outgoing,
but also wise and kind, and her
dance moves are killer. She and
her husband, Max, just swept us
into their home in a whirlwind
of love and joy, treating us like

~;;;::::~:T~~~~~~!
--------

sisters
us Iinstantly
feel likeand
we making
belonged.
think tonight is when
it really sank in that I'm in South Africa. I want to learn
from these amazing people. I want to love the way they
do. They make it look simple, and it is easy to be around
them! Max played music and everyone broke out in a
dance party. We were feeding off the energy, enjoying each
other in the deepest capacity we have thus far. (I think
shyness is sometimes a wall that keeps me from being my
full and true self. Tonight I broke down that wall. I felt
brave and loved and joyous.) Host families are probably
not always great, but this one was fantastic. It definitely
makes me less anxious about the rest of the homestays!

Jan. 12,2016
District 6 Museum, Cape Town
I am full of emotion today, having to say goodbye to some
wonderful people and learning more about the cruelty
people in this country have suffered. District 6 was an
area destroyed during apartheid. People were forced
from their homes, some leaving the place they grew up,
a place where they enjoyed the company of neighbors
and friends. They weren't given a choice in the matter.
This museum ensures their voices won't be forgotten.
Their stories are written across the walls, stories of good
times and stories of immense struggle during relocation.
I cannot define my feelings exactly. It is something like
sorrow mixed with the deepest gratitude to have this
experience and the deepest admiration of those who
have suffered and also the deepest joy for their triumphs,
and both anxiety and hope for their continued pursuit of
equality and everything else they deserve. It is a strange
sensation to feel so much for strangers, but I am thankful
to be learning the stories of glorious South Africa.

\Xti-lrnxam-I TODAY
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Jan. 18,2016
Grahamstown
Emily and I were discussing the difference between
this homestay, with wealthy white families, and
our stay in Mandalay, with middle-class Coloured"
or black families. One thing associated with that
difference is guilt. We are in this luxurious home
while others are living in shacks. However, we've been
told along the way we shouldn't feel guilty, because
we all want the same things and guilt won't change
anything. 1 don't think it is wrong to want a house big
enough for your family, with hot water and healthy
food and nice sheets. It isn't wrong to want to be
comfortable. But I feel as if, within our comfort, we
must be bold enough to enter uncomfortable territory
with those whose lives don't match the comfort of
ours. There is no disputing I have unearned privilege.
Aside from the drawbacks of being a woman, I
am a white Christian born in America. I am not
considered affluent when compared to the majority
of the American population, but I am privileged
nonetheless. How will I respond to that? I do not
believe the answer lies in denying myself comfort,
but I will deny myself unnecessary luxuries. If it
is not functional, sentimental, or encouraging to
community, I can do without. Beyond that, I believe
we must balance our taking with our giving, although
giving should carry more weight. We should be
cheerfully and wisely giving to change the lives of
those with less privilege.
"The term "Coloured" is used in South Africa to describe people
who are of mixed race and could not be classified as black people
or white people under the apartheid system. It was used as a
political term and is still used by those who consider themselves
Coloured and by others.

16
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Jan. 19,2016
Butterworth
We had a pretty uncomfortable situation in a mall in
Butterworth where a guy was following us. In addition,
everyone was staring at us. We did not belong. There
aren't many white people here, apparently. I could feel fear
shutting me down, could feel myself drawing close to those
who made me feel more comfortable. It feels pathetic that
I could be so rattled by the glares and strange glances, but
I feel like 1am still recovering. I pray I never make anyone
feel that way, never alienate or attack them. We were not
attacked, but I absolutely felt fearful and uncomfortable. I
plan never to replicate that type of experience in myself or
anyone else.

Jan. 26, 2016
Constitution Hill, Johannesburg
There is something about this artwork and these people that
pinpricks the core of my humanity. To be flooded with so much
compassion and emotion feels both foreign and natural. To
love this country is to understand the sacrifice and indignity of
oppression and the unique beauty of the ones who survive as well
as those who die trying. I have felt compassion before, but not this
deeply. South Africa has awakened the indescribable in me. It has
reminded me what it means to be human, both in pain and in joy;

Jan. 28, 2016
Johannesburg
Today is my last full day in South Africa. Although I hope to
return to this country, who knows if I will? Regardless, I leave as
a different person. Some changes are small, some larger. I have
a deeper understanding of a different culture, as well as more
knowledge about the history of this country. I also reel I have a
deeper understanding of humanity, of the things that unite and
divide people. I have a more developed sense of global concern. I
am excited to start exploring where these changes will take me!
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[Whitworth NEWS]
Eligible Middle Schoolers Can Now Be Whitworth Bound
Whitworth is introducing a new
scholarship that covers laO percent of
tuition for students
who qualify
for the state of
Washington's
College Bound
Scholarship
and meet other
requirements.
The Whitworth
Bound Scholarship
Program is a major
commitment of
university support
for high-need,
high-achieving
students beyond
the aid provided
through the College
Bound Scholarship
Program and
other state and
federal resources, says Vice President for
Admissions & Financial Aid Greg Orwig,
'91. "We're proud to partner with the

state of Washington to make a Whitworth
education accessible to students who
believe they would
be best served by
the relational,
experiential,
mind-and-heart
education we offer,"
Orwig says. "The
College Bound
Scholarship Program
is designed to
engage and inspire
middle schoolers
with the dream of
getting a college
education. We
want those dreams
to include the
option of attending
Whitworth."
To be eligible
for the College
Bound Scholarship, students must sign up
while in middle school and must graduate
from a Washington high school or home

school with a 2.0 GPA or higher. Each
applicant must be a good citizen who has
not been convicted of a felony, and s/he
must complete the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid in a timely manner.
Applicants must also have a family
income that falls within 65 percent of
the state's median family income. For
more information, please visit www.wsac.
wa.gov /college-bound.
Incoming freshmen eligible for the
College Bound Scholarship who are
accepted to Whitworth with a GPA of
3.5 or higher will automatically receive
the Whitworth Bound Scholarship, with
100 percent of their tuition covered
through university, state, federal and
other resources. Students will receive
the Whitworth Bound Scholarship for
up to four years as long as they meet
eligibility requirements for the College
Bound Scholarship and maintain
satisfactory academic progress. For more
information about the Whitworth Bound
Scholarship, visit www.whitworth.edu/
academicscholarships.

Leonard A. Oakland
Film Festival Welcomes
Alumni Filmmakers
The Leonard A. Oakland Film Festival celebrated
its eighth anniversary in February, continuing since
its launch in 2009 to honor beloved Whitworth
Professor of English Leonard Oakland and to bring
the community together to enjoy film.
This year, alumni filmmakers Ryan Graves, '11,
and Kelly McCrillis, '09, presented the Whitworth
debut of their feature-length film, Emily (2015),
which follows a recently wed couple as they face a
crisis of faith and struggle to adapt in their marriage.
Other showings included the international
film Ida (2013), and an evening led by Matthew
Rindge, Ph.D., professor of religious studies at
Gonzaga University, who discussed his second book,
Profane Parables, Film and the American Dream, and
introduced the festival's final film, Fight Club (1999).
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From left: Casey Andrews (English), Ryan Graves, '11, Kelly McCrillis, '09, Leonard Oakland
(English), Fred Johnson (English)

A Bicentennial Remembrance
George Whitworth: pioneer, educator, pastor and visionary
By Dale E. Soden, Ph.D.
On March 15, we celebrated the
200th anniversary of the birth of our
founder, George Whitworth. We threw a
good party, where Whitworth President
Beck A. Taylor cut the cake and led us
in singing Happy Birthday to George.
Over the years, I've enjoyed sharing
Wh itworth 's story as part of the larger
history of the university, and I loved
the festivities. But the bicentennial
of Whitworth's birth also provides an
opportunity to reflect more deeply on
the significance of his life and times.
Who was George Whitworth, and
what did he do, aside from help found
Whitworth College m 1890? He was
a man of modesty, but also a man of
determination and vision. He was a risk,
taker, who, like all of us, had his blind
spots. And he was a man of grit, who,
despite the challenges of the frontier,
remained undaunted in his commitment
to bringing Christianity and education to
the Pacific Northwest.
Whitworth came from England to
the US. with hISparents in 1828. The
country was just one generation removed
from its founding; Andrew Jackson was
president; the horse was the major mode
of transportation; the politics of slavery
was beginning to divide Northerners from
Southerners. The Pacific Northwest was
best known as a land where beaver pelts
were plentiful- a land whose distance
and isolation from the East had been
confirmed by Lewis and Clark during their
famous expedition.
After marrying Mary Elizabeth
Thomson, in 1838, Whitworth tried his
hand at teaching school and at practicing
law; by 1848 he was an ordained
Presbyterian minister, and his life's mission
had become clear to him. He decided,
perhaps with Mary, that their future was in
the West - more specifically, in the Pacific
Northwest. It must have taken a certain
chutzpah to recruit 50 families to join him
in planning a new colony in the sparsely
settled Oregon Country. And when all

but four of those families decided that
they could not carry through with their
commitment, the remaining families and
the resolute Whitworths, with their four
young children, made their way across the
plains on the Oregon Trail.
In Portland, Whitworth planted
churches, eventually establishing as
many as 20 congregations, including
First Presbyterian in Portland and First
Presbyterian in Seattle. As his family
moved to Olympia and then to Seattle
and on to a number of other communities
in the Puget Sound region, Whitworth
also served as teacher and school
superintendent, and even 35 president of
the University of Washing ron.
And that's not all. Whitworth owned
a coal mine near Renton and worked as a
surveyor for local governments. And he
did have his blind spots. During his stint as
chief clerk of the U.S. Indian Department,
the Treaty of 1863 was drafted. This
controversial document took from the Nez
Perce tribe as much as 90 percent of the
land allotted it by an earlier treaty.
At Whitworth, we continue to celebrate
the role of our founder in establishing first
the Sumner Academy, in 1884, in the
Sumner Presbyterian Church, and then
in fulfilling his vision of a Presbyterian
college, in 1890 - a vision evident in
the earl iest expressions of Whitworth
College as an institution committed to
the education of mind and heart.
I've spent 30 years at Whitworth and
have witnessed the gratitude of tens of
thousands of students, faculty and staff for
George Whitworth's determination. I think
he would be pleased with the work of those
who followed him. Thanks, George. We
owe you.

Dale Soden, PhD. is a professor of hzstory and
dlfecror of Whitworth's Weyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith & Learning.
Web extra: To hear a recent Dale Soden
lecture about George F. Whitworth, visit
www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday.
\M-~TODAY
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From Locker Room to Law Library
Whitworth introduces accelerated programs
Anticipating the fact that athletic
trainers will soon be required to hold
master's degrees in order to be certified,

Whitworth's new Bachelor's + Master's
Athletic Training Program enables
students to save time and money while
they complete the curriculum for both
degrees in an intensive, accelerated
format. Students can complete the
requirements

for a bachelor's

degree and

a master's degree in five years. "This
program continues Whitworth's strong
athletic

training

tradition

while it allows

us to expand the curriculum to include
areas of significant student interest, like
sports nutrition

and manual

therapy,"

Athletic Training Program Director
Cynthia Wright says. "Athletic training
is advancing at a rapid pace, and the shift
to the master's level will allow us to better
prepare future graduates for success."
Whitworth students whose interests
lie in the legal arena also have access
to a new program: The 3+ 3 Law and
Justice Program lets highly motivated
students earn an undergraduate degree
(from Whitworth) and a law degree
(from Gonzaga University) in just
six years. Through the program, a
partnership between Whitworth and

Gonzaga, students can take advantage of
Whitworth's liberal arts foundation and
pre-law curriculum as well as the jesuitinfluenced, solution-oriented curriculum
of the Gonzaga Law School to earn a
J.D. in less time and at less expense than
is typical.
Pre-Law Advisor Julia Srronks says of
the program, "Though much has been
made about the fact that lawyer jobs

Audacious Goal Yields Exciting Results
Jena Lee Nardella, '04, was recently named to The Chronicle
of Philanthropy's" 40 Under 40: Young Leaders Who Are
Solving the Problems ofToday and Tomorrow," Nardella's
Blood: Water organization, created with the band Jars of Clay,
fights both AIDS and the lack of clean water in Africa. "In the
pockets of Africa where we are; Nardella says, "we're working
toward zero - zero new HIV infections, zero discrimination,
and zero babies born with HIV. It's really exciting, because the
global AIDS conversation, which started 40 years ago, is now
about the end of AIDS." Nardella is the author of the recently
released 1,000 Wells: How an audacious goal taught me to
love the world instead of save it.

20
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are declining, the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics tells us that the job outlook for
attorneys will grow by six percent over the
coming decade. The 3+ 3 program is ideal
for highly motivated students who want
to focus their intellectual energy. Students
who plan carefully can fit in study abroad
and internships while still qualifying for
this intensive program."
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They Came THIS Close
1995-96 men's basketball team reunites 20 years later
A reunion of the national-champion
runner-up 1995,96 Whitworth
men's

basketball team highlighted the 2015·16
season's Alumni Night in the Fieldhouse
festivities

as a pumped-up

crowd

welcomed back one of the most successful
teams in Whitworth

Athletics

history.

When

the championship

against Albertson

College

game,
(now

The College of Idaho), tipped off
on a Tuesday evening, the gym was
packed with fervid Whitworth
fans: Then- Whitworth
President
Bill Robinson had surprised

Most of the members of that team,
which reached the NAlA national

and thrilled the community by
cancelling school to allow six

championship

record (equaled this year) with 26

bus loads of students, faculty
and staff to make their way to

victories,

Nampa.

game and set a season

joined

their coach,

Warren

That night, more than

l,OOOPirate faithful cheered

Friedrichs, now a professor of kinesiology
and head coach of Whitworth's golf
teams, in the fieldhouse that night. All

their team to within an eyelash of a
national championship.
But the Bucs fell

were recognized
men's game.

to Albertson in a hard-fought
went to overtime.

prior to tipoff of the

"The '96 team was an unselfish group
of young men with a complete

grasp of

battle that

"These were great guys who were very
talented,

very tough, utterly unflappable

what it takes to make a team successful,"
Friedrichs says. "We had strong inside

and just crazy competitive,"
President
Emeritus Robinson says. "They were so

play with Nate Dunham and Jeff Arkills,

focused, and just tailor-made

excellent

perimeter

players in Nate

Williams,

Roman

Wickers and Gabe

of a 32-team tournament
being played in
one place over a six-day period. Because

for the frenzy

Jones, strong bench play from Sean
Weston, John Beckman, Louie Vargas and

of my day job, I think I was back and forth
from Boise five times. Warren did a great

Jeff Mix, and talented freshman reserves
who made every practice competitive.

job; he knew when to coach them and
when not to coach them. My dominant

These guys were not afraid of any

memory is of the spirit these guys brought

team they faced. Each player had great

to our entire campus. What fun!"
Where are they now? Read about what

confidence

in his own and his teammates'

ability to rise to any occasion."

The Pirates won the 1995·96
Northwest
Conference
of Independent
Colleges regular season title with a 12-2

the 1995-96 team members are up to these
days. Check out www.whirworth.edu/
whitworthtodav.

record. Their run to the NAIA Oil
national
included

title game, in Nampa, Idaho,
four victories, three of them

come-from-behind

wins.

Thanks to Whitworth Sports Information
Drrecror Steve Flegel, '89, who contnbuted
significantl)1 to [his article.
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Mohrlang, Prosser Ready for Life after Whitworth
I

Known for, among many other things,
a warm, cozy office where a nice Clip of
tea is offered graciously, Roger Mohrlang
has been a great favorite of Whitworth
theology students since his arrival at
Whitworth 38 years ago.
Mohrlang's goal while at the university
has been "to teach students the New
Testament and encourage them to live
wholeheartedly for Christ," he says.
"To quote Paul, 'For me, the whole
point of living is Christ - Christ means
everything" So I have thought of
my teaching as an academic form of
evangelism and discipleship."
He is also a Bible translator who
has worked for years to translate the
Scriptures into the language of the
Karnwe people of northeastern Nigeria.
He came to Whitworth after several
years of translation work, and he found
that "For [his wife] Dottie and me,
Whitworth has been a wonderful place
[Q serve Christ together. The university's
emphasis on Christ and the gospel, the
warm-hearted, evangelical camaraderie
of the department, the serious interest of
so many students in Scripture, and the
non-legalistic tone of the campus have
combined to make it a great place to teach
[he Bible."
22
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While Mohrlang's favorite class has
been (no surprise) The New Testament
- which he has taught more than 100
times, and of which he says he never tires
- and while his greatest joy has come in
teaching Scripture, he has also enjoyed
the opportunity to see Whitworth building
for the futJ·e. "We have a growing number
of really fine buildmgs now," he says. "And
the computer is the king of the campus!"
He is also pleased with the higher priority
now given to faculty research.
As Mohrlang moves into retirement,
he looks forward most to seeing the
completion of the Kamwe Bible
translation, a project for which he is the
primary consultant and one with which
be has been associated (off and on) for the
last 48 years. He also anticipates "spending
more unpressured time with Donie, and
seeing my kids and grandkids growing in
their commitment to Christ."
If money were no object and Morhlang
could do anything he'd like to do from
here on out, he would stick to a rewarding
and well-worn path. "I'd like [Q serve
Christ faithfully all my remaining days,"
he says. "And if that were to involve
teaching when the Bible translation is
completed, I'd be delighted."
Ron Prosser, an associate professor
in the Whitworth Graduate Studies in
School Counseling Program, is a former
Washington Elementary School Counselor
of the Year who came to Whitworth as an
adjunct professor in 1976 and joined the
faculty in 1996.
"Whitworth has been a good fit for me,"
he says, "because while I was working full
time as a counselor in Spokane Public
Schools, 1worked evenings at Whitworth.
After retiring from SPS, 1was promoted to
a faculty position here. This allowed both
of our children to experience the excellent
education that Whitworth provides."
One of Prosser's priorities was to give
back some of what he received during his
undergraduate and graduate careers. "1
have had the opportunity [Q be part of the
'ripple effect,' working to have an impact
on students in the counseling program

who, in turn, have had a positive impact
on the lives of their students and in the
community," he says.
One of Prosser's favorite aspects of
teaching at Whitworth has been working
with students whom he's come to know
well. He cites his class The Counseling
Process as one in which he was able to
relate to students on a very personal
level. He found this especially rewarding
because "Whitworth students come to the
university with a very focused purpose and
a 'calling' for work with others in the field
of counseling," he says.
Citing the changes he's seen at
Whitworth, Prosser mentions the growing
cost of tuition and the institution's
transition from college to university status.
"Also," he says, "a major change has
been in the many advantages provided by
advancements in technology."
Like Mohrlang, Prosser looks forward
to spending post-retirement time with
his family - "My wife, Diane, and 1
have three beautiful grandchildren," he
says, "and a fourth on the way" - and,
perhaps, to doing a little teaching. "1 plan
to just keep on keeping on," he says. "I
will stay physically and mentally active,
and perhaps I'll teach a class or two in
graduate studies."

Rhodes Is New v.P.,
Dean of Student Life
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor
recently announced the appointment of
Rhosetta Rhodes, '99, 'II, to the position
of vice president for student life and
dean of students. Rhodes was serving as
interim VP and dean at the time of her
appointment. She has also served as chief
of staff in the office of the president, from
2011-15, and as director of the Center
for Service-Learning & Community
Engagement (now the Dornsife Center for
Community Engagement), from 2007-11.
Rhodes earned a B.A. in organizational
management from Whitworth in 1999
and a master's degree in education
administration in 2011. According
to Taylor, she has a keen sense of
Whitworth's student-development
philosophy and culture, and she is deeply
committed to co-curricular education set
within a Christ-centered context.
"Rhosetta brings important knowledge
and experience around diversity, equity
and inclusion, as well as multicultural
education," Taylor says. "Further> she is
eager to help sustain and strengthen the
levels of excellence that Whitworth's
student-life programs are accustomed to."

In addition to her leadership roles
at Whitworth> Rhodes is also actively
involved in the Spokane community. She
currently serves on the boards of directors
for Visit Spokane and the College Success
Foundation; she was also appointed to the
Washington State Legislative Task Force
on Campus Sexual Violence Prevention>
and she serves on the committee for the
Spokane Citizen Hall of Fame.
ASWU President Justin Botejue, '16,

has benefited in a number of ways from
Rhodes' knowledge and insights. "During
her interim appointment, she has assisted
ASWU time and time again and has
provided excellent counsel to me," he says.
"Rhosetta understands student culture, the
mission of Whitworth, and what it means
to put students first. I'm confident that she
will continue to hold ASWU accountable
for serving our students with integrity."

AOL Founder Is President's Leadership Forum Speaker
Entrepreneur Steve Case was the featured speaker for the spring
President's Leadership Forum, held May 3 at the Spokane
Convention Center. Attendees received a copy of his new book, The
Third Wave:An Entrepreneu(s Vision of the Future. Case co-founded
the Internet company America Online (AOL) in 1985. As a leading
voice in shaping entrepreneurship-related government policy, he was
the founding chair of the Startup America Partnership, an initiative
to accelerate high-growth entrepreneurship nationwide. He was
also the founding co-chair of the National Council on Innovation &
Entrepreneurship and a member of President Obama's Council on
Jobs and Competitiveness. In 2014, Case was named a Presidential
Ambassador for Global Entrepreneurship. He is currently the chair
and CEOof the investment firm Revolution LLC.
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Commencement 2016
The third weekend in May marked
commencement ceremonies for undergrads
and graduate students at Whitworth.
Noel Castellanos, '82, founder of
Chicago's Latino Leadership Foundation
and president and CEO of the Christian
Community Development Association,
spoke at the 126th Undergraduate
Commencement Ceremony, on May
22, during which 648 seniors received
their bachelor's degrees. And Whitworth
President Beck A. Taylor delivered the
address at the Graduate Commencement
Ceremony, on May 21, where 109 honorees
accepted their master's diplomas.
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Whitworth Icon Holds Seeds of Hope, Faith
Spring Convocation 2016 featured
a new participant in its ceremonial
processional- the Quasquicentennial
Pine Cone. This new icon was
commissioned and presented to the
university by President Beck A. Taylor to
be a ceremonial object commemorating
the institution's 125th anniversary,
which took place It1 2015. It will be
used at academic ceremonies, such as
convocations and commencements. When
it is not in use, it will reside in Harriet
Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.
Designed by Associate Professor of
A rt Katie Crevrs and crafted out of cast
bronze and glass, the icon is modeled after
a Ponderosa pine cone, long a symbol of
Whitworth's beautiful tree-lined campus.
It also gives a nod to the Whitworth
tradition that students may not graduate
unless and until they catch a pine cone
as it falls from a tree and before it touches
the ground.

As with any true work of art, the cone
points to deeper inspiration, serving as a
lamp of learning and a reminder that every
pine cone holds the hope, promise, and
awesome power of God. It carries within
its scales the seeds of a strong tree, just as
Whitworth students, through the education
of mind and heart, carry the possibility of
healthy and independent growth.
Written on 12 of the cast-glass pine
cone's scales are moral and intellectual
virtues that represent the highest
aspirations for members of the 'Whitworth
community. For a list of these virtues
and the community members chosen to
define each one, visit www.whitworth.edu/
whitworth today. The text of the virtues
was handwritten by different members
of Whitworth's community, signifying
that out of many voices and perspectives,
the community's members are united
in celebration of and dedication to
Whitworth's Christian mission.
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Introducing the Pines to Promise Project
A key initiative of The Campaign for Whitworth, the Pines to Promise
Project was launched last fall with a goal of adding endowed scholarships to
help traditional undergraduate students complete their Whitworth degrees and
graduate into fulfilling their promise in. the world. The university designated
a realized bequest in order to provide a $1 million matching fund, offering
$25,000

Gowles Music Genter Update
Whitworth percussionists traded their hi-hats for
hardhats this spring to get a sneak peek of what
will soon be their dedicated rehearsal space in
Cowles Music Center. The Cowles project. which
includes a thorough renovation of the existing
facility, will be completed in August

By the Numbers

matches

for the first 40 new endowed

scholarships

established.

More

than 30 new scholarships have already been secured. "In a typical year, our
generous donors provide for four or five new scholarships, so adding 33 in the
span of only six months has been a thrill," says Tad Wisenor, '89, assistant vice
president for institutional advancement.
A portion of the university's endowment is dedicated to funding
scholarships, which remain critically important for students and their families.
But, while Whitworth provides significant scholarships, little more than
$1,000 per student is subsidized by endowed funds. Most of the scholarships
Whitworth provides are unfunded; they are simply deducted from the full cost
of tuition. Endowed funds, on the other hand, are designed to grow as the
funds are invested, providing annual scholarships into perpetuity.
The highest need for new scholarships is for partnership grants. Each year,
a number of returning students contact the financial aid office to ask for
assistance to stay at Whitworth. These students have taken full advantage of
their available financial aid, yet are still falling short. Partnership grants allow
donors to partner with current students in need, allowing those promising
students to complete their degrees.
Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor has long identified scholarships as the
university's area of highest need: "Knowing there are students who want and
need a Whitworth education but can't afford it is heartbreaking," Taylor says.
"In recent years, we have held the line on enrollment growth that can often
unnecessarily increase costs and threaten Whitworth's relational culture. We
have tightened our budgets - last year marked the lowest tuition increase in
nearly 50 years. We are being good stewards, but dollars to support students
through scholarships are critical and necessary."
We hope you will consider establishing your own Pines to Promise
scholarship as a family, a church, or a group of alumni from a particular
class year or with a certain shared interest. More details can be found at
www.whitworth.edu/pinestopromise.
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Servant- Heart Snapshots
By Michael Sardinia, '87, D.V.M., Ph.D.

• I remember sitting among a van load

on a mountain

anatomy museum at Washington
State University.

all night. They were in the dark, in

M

ybiology student struggled to
perform a blood draw on the massive
Clydesdale mate. What had become a
routine procedure for the student was now
made much more difficult in a snowstorm
with temperatures in the low teens. An

unexpected near-blizzard had moved in at
a north Idaho farm. I steadied the horse

the snow, sleeping in tents - and

less) because I now call him "Doctor."

• In my mind, 1 see students saving me

a seat for chapel because I am late
getting out of lab - as usual.
• Walking into the lab on a Saturday
night, I find it full of students
studying for their Comparative

helping each other.

they would present their work and receive
an award at the American Association
for the Advancement

of Science

meeting,

in California.
This is just one of many memories I
have of my students. When someone asks
why I teach at Whitworth, my answer is
consistently,

"I love my students." Here

by a student that one of his
has just been accepted

• In Neurophysiology, I remember a
student asking a truly difficult question

creation. They are special, and most of
them don't even know it. This was true,
classmates I knew

when 1 was a student.
The unique Whitworth

community

that draws these special individuals

here

and helps them grow is a precious thing.

showed real depth of understanding.

Students, staff and faculty all travel

• Students, former students and parents

helped my wife, Teri, and me load
hay onto a wagon pulled by our draft
have ruined the harvest.
• Some memories speak volumes about
how responsible our students can be,

class. This started a migration out

such as when I said goodnight to a

to the hallway for our weekly group
prayer time. A few moments later,

student finishing her electronic

my students would be back in class,

horse trailer because she traveled to

quiz

at I I p.m. She was in the back of our

wrestling with a quiz and learning

a show to help Teri and me with our

about transmembrane protein
conformational changes.

Clydesdales. The student was a
freshman. It was a Friday night.

~TOOAY

care about other people and God's

about synaptic transmission that

horses because the coming rain might
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help others.

too, of the Whitworth

to medical school.

of them:
Wednesday," five minutes before

is more important than their success
is that they have servant hearts to

bright undergraduates who also genuinely

• 1 remember the joyful announcement
classmates

• And, of course, I think of the horde
of former Whitworth students who
are all highly successful in medical,
dental and veterinary school. What

I have the privilege of teaching many

midterm. They're all

are a few more virtual snapshots I have

• I see a student reminding me, "It's

with a

any credit for this discussion; they

or

come because they want to learn.

hands and finally found success as blood
filled the tube. A ream of Whitworth
students was working above and beyond
Animal Physiology class. Months later

• I think about celebrating

pathophysiology. Most do not receive

on immunology

Anatomy

for a research project in my

there was no whining.

former student who was finally being
allowed to buy me dinner (steak, no

and conversation

as the student tried again with numb

expectations

in January as my

students prepared to check vole traps

• It's a Thursday morning at 6:45 a.m.,
as students arrive for a weekly lecture
Michael Sardinia hugs Mack, a nine-week-old
registered Clydesdale stallion.

• I recall the last moments of daylight

of students singing Good-Hearted
Woman as we returned from the

together during these important years.

In the end we have learned together,
laughed together, cried together and
praised our God.

Michael Sardinia, '87, is an associate /lfofessar
of biology at Whitworth and a /lfe-/lfofessianal
advisar far Whitworth students planning to
attend medical, dental ar veterinary school.
As the owner of Morning View Farm
Mobile Veterinary Clinic, he is a /lfacricing
veterinarian with expertise in equine physiology.

Class Notes
20105
2010 Blair Daly married Melody Miles in July 2015. Blair is the drummer for
a Seattle-based band, Stubborn Son.
Taylor Telford graduated from Princeton Theological Seminary in May
2015 with her M.Div. and was recently ordained as a teaching elder in the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). She is now serving as a year-long pastoral
resident at Beacon, a new worshipping community in Philadelphia through
PC(USA)'s 1001 New Worshipping Communities initiative.

2011

2014 Bethany Carrillo is living in Seattle and is proud to be a Whitworthian.
She sends her love to all her fellow alumni who continue to cultivate a life
worth living, with depth in their hearts and perseverance in their minds. Go,
Bues!
DEBUT
2012 a boy, Scoutson, to Martha and Travis Todd, July 29
DEPARTURES
Sarrah A. Powers, '14, died March 29. Nicole L. Theis, '14, died June

9. Luke Beardemphl, '16, died May 22, 2015, from recurrent Hodgkin's
lymphoma. At Whitworth he majored in pre-med and biophysics, planning to
pursue a career in radiology. Although his time at Whitworth was brief, Luke
was known for his abiding faith and for making strong relationships across
campus and in the Duvall Hall community.

20005

2004 a boy, Raymond Joseph, to Elizabeth (Smelser) and Nichlas Fox,
Sept.23

2001 Julie Gilstrap married Shea Tisdale on Dec. 22 in Raleigh, N.C. Wendy
Fortune is the math teacher for all junior high and high school students living
on the Africa Mercy, the world's largest non-governmental hospital ship. The
ship is currently docked in Toamasina, Madagascar. Mercy Ships provides
free surgeries to the world's forgotten poor.

2005 a boy, Luke Lawrence, to Emily (Aetcher) and Mark Schuldt, '07,
Jan. 11

2002 Stephanie (Stern) Carlson recently moved to Yakima, Wash., and
became director of communications and marketing for the Yakima Union
Gospel Mission.

2005 a boy,Alden, to Kara (Hagman) and Shawn Van leeuwen,
Oct 25, 2014

2003 Becky (Trefts) and Mark Finney moved back to Spokane to plant a
branch of the Evangelical Covenant Church. Each earned a master of divinity
degree from FulierTheological Seminary. Becky also holds a master of
science in marital and family therapy from Fuller Seminary.
2004 TodWeber is an independent consultant, based in Germany.
2006 Bonnie (Schwartz) Kim is in her third year of teaching middle school
and high school music at Centennial Christian School, an international
school in Seoul, South Korea, that serves mostly Korean students.
2007 Melissa Binford married Tim Beck on Dec. 11 in Boise, Idaho.
DEBUTS
2000 a boy, Jet James, to Heidi (Bohnett) and Sky Blake, '01,
Oct 8, 2013
2000 a boy, Miles, to Jenny (Hutchens) and Zach Kaluza, April 4, 2014
2002 a boy, Ethan Michael, to Mary (Krogmann) and Shawn Hellwege,
Dec. 8
2002 a girl, Akulina, to Murat and Melissa (Vining) Shamanov, April 18,
2D11
2003 a girl, Winnifred, to Brooke (Ellis) and Cassius Ledeboer, '15, Dec.
11,2D14

2005 a girl, Lillian Mae, to Tiffany (Bruce) and Chris Teal, April 22,2014

2006 a boy,Asaf Koveh, to Teranne (McComas) and Nlek Arenlsen, Oct 14
2006 a girl, Scarlett Yerang, to Bonnie (Schwartz) and Sungsoo Kim,
April 21, 2015
2006 a girl, Eden, to Amy (Bement) and Ernest Policarpio, 'OS,
Jan. 7, 2015
2007 a boy,Viktor Everett, to Stephanie (Gillman) and Kyle Bisch, '08,
Nov. 30
2007 a girl, Edith Christine, to Rachael (Erikson) and Michael Lafferty,
Aug. 5
2007 a boy,Jack Isaiah, to Kate (Fuller) and Justin Peterson,
Jan. 30, 2014
2007 a girl, Dorothy Fern, to Renee (Roberts) and Samuel Rudolph,
Dec. 22
2008 a boy, Parker, to Morey Jones and Amanda Burnett, '11,
June 16,2015
2008 a girl, Rebecca, to Candace and Andrew zugner, March 1,2014
2009 a boy, Kellen, to MaryKate (Anderson) and Andrew DeBoer,
Oct 10,2014
2009 a boy, Judah Wesley, to Abigail (Horner) and Steven Johnson,
July 9
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OEPARTURES
2001 Aana (Elsen) Blalock died Jan. 25. Aana taught first and sixth grade
and was also a piano teacher. She and her husband, Jack, traveled all over
the world for Jack's career as a civil engineer with the U.S.Air Force. Aana
enjoyed poetry, art and running and recently completed a 5K through a
German forest. She is survived by her husband and her sons, Peter, Joshua
and Matteo.

19905
1992 Matt Freeman was appointed the executive director of the Idaho
State Board of Education in June 2015. He served previously as the board's
deputy director and chief fiscal officer. The board provides governance and
oversight of public education in the state. Julie (Johnson) Riddle published
a memoir, The Solace of Stones: Finding a Way through Wilderness
(University of Nebraska Press) in April. Her essay, "Shadow Animals;' which
is included in the memoir, received a Special Mention in The Pushcart Prize
XXXIX,Best of the Small Presses 2015.

All parents and families of current students
are invited to celebrate Family Weekend
Oct. 14-16. Registration opens soon at
connect.whitworth.edu.

1993 Anna Schowengerdt is the associate vice president for new business
development at Save the Children USA, an international humanitarian aid
and development organization that works in 120 countries, including the
U.S., to help the most deprived children, families and communities.
DEBUTS
1996 a girl, Abrienne Anais, to Darlyn (Hansen) and Salvatore Dinovo,
Sept. 28
1998 a girl, Ivy Anna, to Kelly Snow, Dec. 6
DEPARTURES
Betty A. McCormick, '90, died Dec. 16. Betty and her husband served as
missionaries in Zimbabwe for five years and later moved with their family
to Palau for two years. After retirement, they served in the Peace Corps in
Panama for two years. Betty is survived by her sons, John, '84, and Robert,
'85. Elouise Margaret Simms, '92, died Dec. 11,2013. She is survived by
her husband, Michael Simms, and her children, Tanner, Nicolas and Amanda.
Cheryl (Reece) Squires, '93, died Jan. 8. Cheryl taught kindergarten, first
and second grades at Deer Park Elementary for 30 years. She was also an
avid walker, participating in 32 Bloomsday races. She is survived by her
husband, Bill Squires, and her loving family. Leslie K. Weaver-Burdett, '97
M.Ed., died Nov. 26. Les earned her B.A. at Eastern Washington University
and worked at ExcelsiorYouth Center, in Spokane.

Discovery 201 6
We've started our fourth year of the Alumni

19805

Discovery Project! This summer, 19 student
ambassadors

1984 Pete Swicker retired in December from
with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration.
the DEA and seven years with the U.S. Marine
spending much more time with his son, Isaac

are meeting with alumni to

hear stories about life before, during and
after Wh itworth. Si nce 2013,

nearly 1,100

alums have shared their stories If you
receive an invitation,

or if you'd like to know

more about this important

project, please

visit www.whitworth.edu/disCQveryproject.
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his position as a special agent
After almost 25 years with
Corps, he looks forward to
(15), and his wife, Violy.

DEPARTURES
James E. Dorr, Jr., '82, died Aug. 7,2014. Scott B. Jackson, '84, died
Dec. 27. Scott's employment concentrated on the human-service field,
working with children and adults with mental/developmental disabilities
or substance-abuse problems, and helping people in assisted-living
situations. Anna (Erickson) Wise, '85, died Nov. 28. Anna attended
Princeton Theological Seminary and graduated with an M.Div. She served at
many Presbyterian churches and as a chaplain for a hospital and hospice
services. She is survived by her brothers, Andrew Erickson, '84, Frederick
Erickson, '87, and Robbin Erickson, '89, and her sister, Mary (Erickson)
Carlsen, '90. Joyce L. Ostby, '89 M.Ed., died Nov. 25. Joyce was a social

..

worker for the state of Washington for 30 years. She was also an American
Kennel Club obedience judge, traveling across the Northwest to participate
in shows. Joyce was active in the Greater Spokane Shetland Sheepdog Club,
as well. Karlin (Lokker) Mick, '82, died in April 2015. She is survived by her
husband, Westin, and by sons Garrett and Tyler and their families.

19705
1972 Robert Hurbi retired from Allstate Insurance Company
after 40 years of service in the claims department. He and his
wife, Sheryl (Johnson), are enjoying traveling in their RV,visiting
family and many of the national parks in the Western United
States.
DEPARTURES
Gerald E. Carpenter, '70, '74 MAT, died Nov. 7. Jerry worked for
the University of Washington print shop while attending Seattle
Pacific University. He and his family moved to Newport, Wash.,
where they owned and operated The Newport Miner and The
Gem State Weekly newspapers for 13 years. During this time,
he began teaching at Spokane Community College. Sara M.
(Badgley) Moody, '74, died Oct. 17,2014. Terry A. Read, '77,
died Nov. 17. Lynn Allemani-Hepworth, '77, died Jan. 31 at
her home, in Ariel, Wash. lynn worked for Old National and First
Interstate Banks and also served 15 years for the Washington
State Department of Social and Health Services and the state
department of corrections.
Jan N. Marshall, '77, died Jan. 4. Jan was passionate about music, playing
with Whitworth's and Gonzaga's community orchestras, as well as singing
with the Hamblen Park Presbyterian Church Celestial Singers. She also
served as a deacon at HPPC.Jan is survived by her husband, Jim, son David,
and sisters Kathleen Stevens, Annie Stevens and Sue Faulkner.

19605
1964 Marilyn (Halliwell) Duren recently married Dick Bastear, a friend of
20 years. She went from having one son to having a blended family of seven
adult children, 14 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
1965 Joanne (Robbins) McNeal sang with the Edmonton Metropolitan
Chorus at Carnegie Hall, in New York City, on March 7. The chorus sang an
Allan Bevan composition, Nou Goth Sonne Under Wade, a moving meditation
on the crucifixion of Christ, sung in Middle English. She says, "What a thrill to
be able to perform at Carnegie Hall as the finale of my singing career!"
1967 Lynn (Bell) Woodworth retired from teaching in Florence, Ore., in
2013. lynn was a classroom teacher for three years and a Title 1 teacher for
the remainder of her career. She is president of the Emerald Empire Reading
Council, a local council for the Oregon Reading Association, which is part of
the International ReadingAssociation.
DEPARTURES
W. Edward Allan, '60, died Oct. 28. Carol Campbell, '60, died Jan. 26.
Carol was a secretary and homemaker. She is survived by her husband,
Don. Robert Duryee, '63, died Dec. 6. Bob attended Fuller Seminary and
served as pastor to many Presbyterian churches. He also owned a chimneycleaning business in Spokane. After retirement, he continued ministering by
leading Bible study groups and vacation Bible schools, as well as by serving
as an elder and deacon and singing in the choir. Bob is survived by his
Wife, Marie (Closter) Duryee, '63 and '92, children Darchelle Duryee, Guy
Duryee, '91, Amy (Duryee) Oakley, '92, and Dirk Duryee, '95, as well as
Dirk's wife, Caryn (Wilson) Duryee, '95, and grandchildren. Charles Massey,

Software Pair a Hard
Team to Beat
By Josh Cleveland, '01

In fall 2013, Michael
Mpare, '03, '05 MIM,
founded Redmond, Wash.based ScrumPoint, LLC,
after securing a promising
deal with a vendor
company for Microsoft.
From the very beginning,
the core competence of
the business has been in
software development
and providing software
solutions and turnkey
outsourcing services for
enterprises of every size.
ScrumPoint has
blossomed over the last few years. Not only has it grown
into a team of professionals who are hardworking,
committed to perfection, with a curiosity for growth and
an appetite for fun, but it has given these professionals
the privilege of being involved in exciting and innovative
projects.
After graduation, Mpare served as an admissions
counselor at Whitworth, and he can't help but continue
to keep his eye out for great talent. While attending
a Seattle-area Whitworth alumni chapter event last
November, Mpare met Michelle Kov, '14, and the rest
is history; Koy joined the ScrumPoint team as project
manager and serum master shortly thereafter.
The cornmunitv-onented nature of the ScrumPoint
team's Whitworth experiences continues to find its place
at the office. Kay says, "We refer to one another as part
of a serum family. The family atmosphere I experience at
work reminds me of my time as a student."
"Whitwonh has given me a solid base to extend my
skills in a sometimes uncertain and dynamic corporate
arena," Mpare says. "My liberal arts education helps me
draw from an integrated and interdisciplinary knowledge
set with respect to my audience and whatever challenges
I face."
ScrumPoint's is just one story of alums from across the
eras making meaningful connections at work and in their
communities. When you meet another Whitworthian,
ask about his or her story; you never know when you'll
make a connection, or find a door opening before you!
To learn more about ScrumPoint and the work of its
employees, please visit www.scrurnpoint.com.
~TODAY
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A Journey of Relationship,
Commitment ...and Coffee
By Josh Cleveland, '01
When Glen Guenther, '09, lived with Wilson
and Karla Chavez in a hornestav in Cerro
Rodondo, Honduras, during Whitwonh's 2008
Central America Study Program, he couldn'r have
guessed how his new friends would change his life.
"We developed a bond through rhe rhyrhm of
waking with rhe sun, drinking a fresh morning
brew, picking coffee for a large landowner at submarket wages, and returning home to talk theology
and read the Bible by candlelighr," Guenther says.
That relationship resulted in a decision to
found a coffee farm, Finca Los Hermanos (The
Brothers' Farm), to help lift rhe Chavezes'
community out of poverty. Since then, they
have been engaged in a beautiful struggle.
"Growing specialty coffee is exceedingly difficult,"
Guenther says, "and when the founding partners
of a business are divided by culrure, geography
and comparative wealth, communication and
expectations are hard to manage."
In 2014, Guenther earned his master of arts in global
social entrepreneurship through the University of
Denver's Josef Korbel School of International Srudies, in
a program that allowed him to explore how small-business
development in rhe global south could lead ro social and
economic empowerment.
Guenther connected with President Barack Obama's
director of global entrepreneurship ar rhe U.S. Department
of State, who suggested he apply ro rhe president's Global
Entrepreneurship Summit, in Nairobi, Kenya. At this
summit - an inviration-onlv gathering of entrepreneurs
who connect with business leaders, mentors and high-level
government officials ~ "I gained insight into the minds
of people who targer initiatives for funding, and rhey
challenged me to refine my model and gave me personalized
feedback on our coffee fann system," Guenther says.
In addition to his work with the Chavezes, Guenther
currently works in healthcare-project management and
lives with his wife, Sara (Preston), '10, in Madison, Wis.
"I am continually grateful for my education," he says.
"I learned at Whirwonh ro work with my hands ro
rransfer knowledge back and forrh between mind and
heart in a continual process to honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity."
If you'd like ro learn more abour Finca Los Hermanos,
email info@glenalbeno.com.
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'65, died on Feb. 9. Chuck was active at his church and volunteered in the
community faithfully for many years. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth,

and otherfamily.Margaret(Hood)Jay,'65, diedDec.28. Margaretloved
playing golf with the Summerfield Women's Golf Club, as well as traveling
with her husband of 50 years, Glenn. Robert J. Brouwer, '66, died Sept. 17.
Bob graduated from the American Baptist Seminary of the West, in Covina,
Calif. He served as a pastor in Covina, Phoenix,
and Scottsdale, Ariz., over the course of 40

years.Ruth(Schiemann)Rapp,'68, died Dec.
8. Ruth immigrated to the United States from
Germany in 1962 with her husband, Franz, and
became a U.S. citizen in 1967. She served as
a teacher and then as a nurse, retiring in 2000.
She was a lifelong member of the New Apostolic
Church and an active member of the German
American Society.

1950s
DEPARTURES
RobertE.Farley,'50, diedJuly25, 2012.
Robert served 32 years on the St. George's
School faculty, starting as a math and science
teacher, moving on to principal and ending as a
drama teacher and director. He also performed
in several productions for Spokane Children's
Theatre and Spokane Civic Theatre. Charlotte A.
(Tackett)Galloway,'50, diedNov.!.KennethL.
Moen, '50, died Nov. 5. Ken served in the U.S.
Army and later became a middle-school math
and science teacher, as well as a counselor. He was an involved member of
the Presbyterian Church who filled many roles in various congregations. A
scholarship for students in the School of Education at Whitworth has been
established in his name. Rev. Morris Yocum, '50, died June 24, 2015.
Morris served in the U.S. Navy during World War II. He received a bachelor
of divinity degree from Western Conservative Baptist Seminary, in Portland,
Ore., and pastored his first church, Grace Baptist, while attending seminary.
Morris served as senior pastor at various churches in different states over the
course of his career. Rev. C. Philip Schiller, '51, died Nov. 12. Phil attended
San Francisco Theological Seminary and he served many Presbyterian
congregations throughout Washington. After he earned his master's degree in
sociology from Pacific Lutheran University, he worked at a career-counseling
center in Tacoma, Wash. Phil is survived by his wife, Shirley (Gilson), '51,
and children, Sandra Smith, '77, and Thomas, '82. Clayton D. Bostic,
'53, diedSept. 23, 2014. RodneyJ. Gould,'55, diedNov.13. BarbaraA.
Cornehl, '56, died Oct. 10. Barbara taught music and chorus for 30 years,
mostly at North Pines Junior High, in Spokane, where she received many
honors and recognitions. She was an active member of the Spokane Dream
Center Church, where she played the piano. Ann (Glandon) Cramer, '56,
died Feb. 1. Ann served as an educator for many years, and her greatest joys
were her kids, quilting and giving. She is survived by her husband, Gordon,
'55, and their family. Thomas Perrin, '56, died Sept. 9, 2009. Katherine
(Oord)Boersma,'57, diedDec.20. KathleenM.Clark,'58, diedOct.
25. William Ronald Smythe, '58, died Feb. 12. Ron's first position was as
principal at Tulalip Elementary School, and he served 27 years in a variety
of leadership positions until his retirement, in 1992. Donald E. Heyerly,
'59, died Nov. 1. Don and his wife owned and operated Dan's Drive-In, in
Greenville, Calif., from 1974-92. He sponsored softball, baseball and bowling

teams, and he gave his time in scorekeeping and umpiring for local sports
teams. Don founded the Golddiggers softball tournaments.

1940s
DEPARTURES
Gladys (Logsdon) David, '45, died Dec. 25.
Gladys served as a nurse in the U.S. Army for
two years. She graduated from Deaconess
School of Nursing and received a master's
degree from Oregon State University. Jean
(Duncan) Nanney, '46, died Nov. 13. She coowned a travel agency and especially loved
taking trips to England. Allan C. Turner, '46,
died Dec. 4. Allan farmed for more than 30
years, and he planted trees across the state
of Wisconsin. He was active in the North Scott
Baptist Church, in Pardeeville, Wis., where
he was a member for many years. Elizabeth
Douglas, '47, died Jan. 6. Betty Ann ministered
alongside her husband, John, '51, in Tacoma,
Wash., Eugene, Ore., and Pasadena, Calif. Their
family moved to Kenya in 1974 to help start
Daystar University. Betty Ann also served as
secretary of the School of World Missions at
Fuller Seminary. Phyllis 1. Newton, '49, died
Oct. 4. Phyllis taught physical education for
30 years, mostly at North Pines Junior High,
in Spokane. She was a dedicated member of the Spokane Dream Center
Church. Kenneth Russell,'49, died Jan. 14. Kenneth, a U.S. Navy veteran,
worked with Sterling Drug, Inc., for 38 years before retiring to Sarasota, Fla.

Alum Helps Establish Pirate
Links through New Program
By Josh Cleveland, '01
If you know Bill Curry, '73, you know a man with a
generous heart and a deep devotion
to Whitwotth and the many
relationships he's built with his
fellow Pirates over the years. And
he's not finished yet.
Curry, who serves as board chair
for Huntron, Inc., has recently
become a mentor to students in
the Whitworth School of Business
through the Pirateltnk program.
Alums across the nation can
participate in the mentorship
program, and Curry finds it
especially easy to connect with
current students. "To get one-onone time with students is great,"
he says. "I hope 1can give a tip
or two that may help in a student's
job search."
This spring, Curry was matched with Brett Pray, '16,
an economics major and music minor from Sisters, Ore.
Curry recently hosted Pray and other finance students at a
dinner with Whitworth Trustee Ken Roberts, '68, sharing
insights with the students on the industry and on possible
upcoming opportunities. "Most often, I try to get students
to meet and contact people in the companies and locations
where they hope to work," Curry says. "When we get that
defined, I can help with networking and advising on jobapplication opportunities."
"Bill has been teaching me how to hunt fat
opportunities rather than just wait for them to come to
me," Pray says. "On top of that, he's coaching me on
getting my foot in the door through a cold call, contacts,
interviews and research."
Curry met his late wife, Nancy (Gajafsky), '76, at
Whitworth, and their son, Mike, '07, studied here, as well.
Curry has served as a trustee, on the foundation board, as a
class reunion committee chair, and in countless other ways.
"I knew Bill was going to be helpful in teaching me and
giving me experience," Pray says, "but I never thought
I'd be getting as much help as I have been. I'm extremely
grateful for how much Bill has helped me as 1finish my
time at Whitworth."
If you are interested in learning more about opportunities
to mentor Whitworth students, please contact Danika
Heatherly, '10, at dheatherly@whitworth.edu.
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WANDA

COWLES

Whitworth lost a true
champion when Wanda
(Toliver) Cowles, a
former Whitworth trustee,
Spokane philanthropist,
educator and advocate for
gifted-learning programs,
died Jan. 23. She was 85.
Wanda and her husband,
James P. Cowles, chair of
the board of the Inland
Empire Paper Co.,
donated generously to
Whitworth. Their gifts
include $3 million In
2011 to fund the endowed
Margo Long Chair in Gifted Education, which is currently
held by [ann Leppien, Ph.D. Most recently, the Cowleses
served as honorary co-chairs of The Campaign for Whitworth.
"Wanda Cowles was a close friend to Whitworth, and we
miss her dearly," says Whitworth President Beck A. Taylor.
"Her passion for education, particularly gifted education,
helped to shape many of Whitworth's teacher-preparation and
teacher-certification programs. Students will benefit from her
generosity for generations to come."
Wanda earned an associate degree from Los Angeles City
College and a bachelor's degree in education from U.C.LA.
She then spent seven years teaching elementary school in Los
Angeles, and for two years she taught for the Department of
the Army in Germany (where she met her future husband,
Jim, a Spokane native). Wanda earned a master's of education
from Stanford University, and the following year she and Jim
moved to Spokane.
While Wanda did not formally teach in a classroom again,
she was an inspired and inspiring teacher to all who knew her.
She devoted herself to improving teaching and [earning for
all students and teachers in the Spokane area, and she worked
at the local, state and national levels to broaden and extend
gifted education. She received the Whitworth Distinguished
Community Service Award In 1985.
Wanda is survived by her husband, James P. Cowles; her
son and daughter-in-law, James L. Cowles and Karelena
Hernandez Cowles; her grandchildren, Celia Cowles and
Gabriel Cowles; her sister, Faye Thompson; and her brother,
Boyd Raymond Toliver.
Whitworth hosted a memorial service for Wanda on Feb.
13 in Cowles Auditorium. In lieu of flowers, Wanda requested
that donations be made in her memory to Whitworth, in
support of the Margo Long Chair in Gifted Education.
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ROBERT DINGMAN

Robert "Bob" W.
Dingman, a member of
the Whitworth Board
of Trustees from 197484, died Feb. 17 at age
89. He was a resident of
Conejo Valley, Calif. Bob
served in the U.S. Army
In World War Il. After
recovering from severe
combat wounds, he earned
a bachelor's degree from
Houghton College. In
1979 he founded Robert
W. Dingman Co., an
executive-search firm. In
addition to his leadership on Whitworth's board of trustees,
Bob served on boards including Mission Aviation Fellowship
and Hospice of Conejo,
Bob was preceded in death by his first wife, Janice. He is
survived by their children, David, Dan and Laurie (Dingman)
Jones, '76, and her spouse, Roger Jones, '75; and by
grandchildren Adam Jones, '07, and Kavlin (Jones) Pratt,
'04, and her spouse, Blake Pratt, '04. He is also survived by
his wife, Irene, her children, Stephanie and Dana, and four
grandchildren. Robert and Irene established the endowed
Dingman Family Scholarship Fund at Whitworth to assist
students who are the children of evangelical ministers, church
staff, overseas missionaries or staff of parachurch ministries.

HOWARD

STIEN

Professor Emeritus of Biology Howard M. Stien, Ph.D., died
Feb. 22 at age 89. Howard, whom most people called "Suen,"
taught at Whitworth from 1965-93, and he later served as an
adjunct professor. He was known as a tough professor and a
strong role model, and he was widely beloved by his students,
who quickly understood that they were in for a rigorous

academic test under his tutelage. The Stien Classroom in
Robinson Science Hall was dedicated to Howard in 2011.
Howard was born in Minnesota and was raised on his
family's farm. During WWII he served in Italy as a tail
gunner on a B-17 bomber with the U.S. Army Air Corps. In
1947 he married Pat Pierce, who later became a Whitworth
associate professor of theatre (and is now an associate professor
emeritus), and for several years the couple raised wheat and
cattle on their farm in North Dakota; during the winter,
Howard taught elementary school in a one-room schoolhouse.
Howard later earned degrees from Northwestern College
and Macalester College, as well as his Ph.D. from the
University of Wyoming. He held academic positions in
biology at Pepperdine University, the University of Wyoming,
Northwestern College, Eastern Washington University, and,
finally, Whitworth University.
Associate Professor of Biology Michael Sardinia, '87, who
majored in biology at Whitworth and whom Howard later
hired to join the Whitworth faculty, spoke at his mentor's
memorial service. "I think it is my task to speak for the many
people who would say that Dr. Howard Stein was my teacher,
my academic advisor, my mentor and my friend. And for so
many of us, [his friendship] lasted so much longer than being
in school and after graduation," Sardinia said. "As professors,
Stien and Pat were Whitworth at its best. Real. Deep.
Understanding. They really cared about their students."
Howard is survived by his wife of 68 years, Pat Stien; his
daughters, Suzanne Foust, '70, and Beth Davis, who works
in the 'W'hitworth Office of institutional Advancement, and
their spouses; seven grandchildren, including Kyrsten Lee
Weber, '93, Abbie Elizabeth Davis, '08, and Phoebe Anna
Grace Davis, '15; and six great-grandchildren.
Web extra: To listen to an audio recording of Howard Stien's
memorial service and to read a tribute, visit www.whitworth.edu/
whitworth today .

Patricia "Pat" Bruce, Ph.D., died May 7, 2015; she
directed the women's physical education department
from 1955-58. Loretta Doering died March 30; she
was a cashier in the business office from 1991-2004.
Kenneth "Ken" Proctor died Feb. 4; he served as
director of admissions from 1964~70. Robert "Bob"
Ashworth died in February; he began working for
facilities services in 1981 and retired as a purchasing
agent in 2011.

ADRIANTEO (center)
Associate Professor of Psychology Adrian Teo, Ph.D., died
Dec. 25, 2015, after a courageous 10,year battle with brain
cancer. He was 49 years old. Adrian was born and raised
in Singapore. He earned a bachelor of science degree in
psychology from Oregon State University with highest honors
in ] 990 and completed the master's and doctoral programs in
child psychology at the University of Minnesota in 1997; he
joined Whitworth's psychology faculty that same year.
While at Whitworth, Adrian shared with students his
scholarly passion and expertise, including developmental and
school psychology, child development) school achievement
and conduct problems, moral development and behavior, and
the integration of faith and psychology. He also published
articles and poster presentations, conducted ongoing research
projects, and received many honors.
"When I came to Whitworth for my job interview, the last
appointment of my campus visit was to discuss psychology
and faith with Adrian," said Dean of the College of Arrs
& Sciences Noelle Wiersma, '90, in a tribute at a Feb. 5
memorial service on campus. "This was shortly after he had
won a Templeton Prize for his course Mind of God, Minds of
Humans. Adrian was warm and welcoming, incredibly bright,
and he asked the toughest questions of the entire interview
process. Ever since then, Adrian supported and encouraged me
wholeheartedly in every personal and professional endeavor, as
he did for us all."
Adrian is survived by his wife, Tessa, and their children,
Rachel, '16; Kevin, '17; Ryan, '19; Aaron and Isaac.
Web extra: To read Noelle Wiersma's fUll tribute to Adrian Teo,
visit www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday.
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[AfterWORD]
Whitworth alumni in their own words

Godless in the Pacific Northwest
By Matthew Kaemingk, '03, M.Div., Ph.D.
Godless. Secular. Worldly.
The Pacific Northwest is recognized
widely as the least religious region
in the United States. According to
sociologists, the region is dominated
not by Catholics, Protestants or even
atheists, but by a contingent of people
who describe themselves as "spiritual,
but not religious." These people believe
that there is something more to life, but
they are convinced that they will never
find that "something more" in a religious
institution, text or tradition.
Small and marginalized churches in
the Pacific Northwest often bemoan
their "godless" region with emotions of
sadness, fear and confusion. Saddled with
more questions than answers, they ask
each other these questions:
Is there a future for the church in the
Pacific Northwest? How do we follow and
proclaim Christ in this place?
"Secular Seattle" has been, for me, a
fascinating city in which to begin my
teaching career in the field of theology
and culture. I am the founding director
of the Fuller Institute for Theology and
Northwest Culture. The mission of our
institute is to equip Christians in the
Pacific Northwest to better know, love and
engage the region.
The institute's online journal, Christ
& Cascadia, regularly publishes articles
exploring the challenges and opportunities
facing the church in the region.
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Christ & Cascadia is, in many ways, a
sustained argument.
Our argument, quite simply, is that
the Pacific Northwest is an exciting
and invigorating place to follow Jesus
Christ. The journal contends that the
church should reject postures of cultural
fear, resentment and isolation in favor
of new models of Christian creativity,
service, civility and imaginative cultural
engagement.
The prophet Jeremiah commanded the
Jewish exiles in Babylon to plant gardens,
build houses, and work for the flourishing
ofthe imperial city. Jeremiah exhorted
them to stop complaining about their
lack of power, to stop clamoring to return
to Jerusalem. Jeremiah instructed them
instead to settle down, invest in the life
of Babylon, and actively seek the city's
flourishing - its "shalom."
In the same way, Christ & Cascadia
encourages churches to engage and invest
in the life of Cascadia - to seek its shalom.
The church should not complain that it is
a minority, a cultural "exile." Instead, the
church must settle in - dig in - and seek
the cultural and spiritual renewal of the
Pacific Northwest.
As I trace my own sense of calling,
my four years at Whitworth University
loom large.
Indeed, my life and work make little
sense without Whitworth's deep and
profound presence in my life.

At Whitworth Ileamed that the gospel
of Jesus Christ is a message of cultural
engagement, beauty, creativity and
courage. At Whitworth I learned that
"fear of the world" is not an option for
those who have experienced the joy of
Easter morning. It was at Whitworth that
I encountered professors who modeled
a faith of grace and truth, civility and
courage, beauty and imagination - and for
that I am truly grateful.
It should be no surprise to anyone that
Whitworth University is a prominent
contributor to Christ & Cascadia.
Whitworth's very own Jerry Sittser
(theology), Julia Stronks (political science),
Terry McGonigal (Office of Church
Engagement), and Dale Soden (history/
Weyerhaeuser Center) contribute regularly
to the journal and to our conferences. If
you would like to join in the conversation,
I encourage you to read Christ & Cascadia
online at www.christandcascadia.com,
or join us at our upcoming conference in
Seattle, Oct. 14-15.

Matthew Kaemingk, MDiv., PhD., ISa
2003 Whitworth alumnus who serves as
director of the Fuller Institute for Theology
and Northwest Culture. Kaemingk studied
political science at Whitworth and went
on to earn a master of divinity degree at
Princeton TheolOgicalSeminary along with
doctoral degrees in Chrisoan ethics at Fuller
Theological Seminary and systematic rheology
from the Free University of Amsterdam. He
was also awarded a Fullmght Scholarship
to conduct research in the Netherlands on
the contemporary conflict between Islam
and Christianity. Eerdmans will publish his
research in 2017 He and his wife, Heather
(Graham), '04, live in Seattle and attend
Sanctuary Church.

Janet Helgeson retired recently, alter 33 years as supervisor of
grounds and landscape services. She oversaw a six-person crew that
kept the grounds in topnotch condition and she handled just about
everything on campus having to do with the outdoors. Helgeson holds
a bachelor's degree in landscape architecture and horticulture from
Washington State University, and she also trained at the University
of Copenhagen, in Denmark
I actually first volunteered at Whitworth in the spring of 1981,
after I was laid off from working for a landscape architect I pruned
the shrubs that used to surround Cowles Auditorium and the flagpole
[as we cleaned up] for the inauguration of Whitworth President Robert
Mounce (1981-87). Dr. Mounce came up and introduced himself to me
and said, "Are you giving them a haircut?" I told him that I was trying
to get the area manicured for the inauguration of Whitworth's next
president At lunchtime I found out who I had been talking to.
Web extra For Helgeson's top tips on growing gorgeous
and flowers, visit www,whitworth,edu/whitworthtoday.

lawns

Today the campus is more refined. When I started, back in 1982,
there were narrow sidewalks and no curbs. The Loop Road as it is now
did not exist Many of the parking areas were pull-ofts onto the lawn or
dirt or gravel areas. There was one automatic sprinkler system, at the
chapel, and the music-building landscaping was Just being finished. The
rest of the watering was done with hoses or galvanized manual systems
I had three student crews that worked in shifts to water the campus. All
of the buildings had many metal trash cans. There have been so many
changes, I could write a book:
I most enjoyed working in the greenhouse, growing flowers, and
working with the landscapes and plant materials and design. The most
challenging part of my job was having so many projects and not enough
resources to do everything that needed to be done. In retirement I think
I'll most miss planning projects and the excitement of new construction.
Whitworth students playa very important role in supplementing
the grounds-crew workforce. I'm proud that some of our students have
pursued careers because of what they have learned working with us.
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Your dollars make change.
When you give to Whitworth, you support more than a university.
You care for the poor in Guatemala.
You share God's word with youth.
You develop athletes of all abilities.
Through Whitworth

students, your support reaches far and wide.

When you give to Whitworth today, your dollars
make the change you want to see in tomorrow's world.
www.whitworth.edu/give
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